[SU(1); SU(2)], and earlier by Onofri, reference [0(1) ].
The group S*, is uncountable while all the groups considered in this paper are countable. Since permutations of the set of natural numbers(2), N, like permutations of finite sets can be factored into products of disjoint cycles, two permutations can be said to have the same cycle structure if, in their disjoint factorizations, there appear the same cardinal number of cycles of each possible length (including infinity). In Sx, two permutations, Ti and 7T2, are conjugate, iri = <nr2(r~l for some crCS*,, when and only when they have the same cycle structure. Using the equivalence of conjugacy and cycle structure, it is shown in [SU(1)] that any normal subgroup, G, of S", which contains a permutation, it, moving an infinity of numbers, must be all of S*,. Thus it is shown that S.DFD^DJe} is the unique composition series for Sa. Here, F is the subgroup of 5«, composed of permutations which are, almost everywhere, the identity, while A is the subgroup of F composed of the even permutations, and e is the identity permutation. In §1 we show that equivalent cycle structure does not necessarily produce conjugacy in R, the group of recursive permutations.
Nevertheless, in §2, it is shown that TO-FD^D {e} is the unique composition series for R, and indeed, for any group Rm of permutations of N, recursive in an arbitrary subset M of N, that RmZ)FZ)AZD {e} is the unique composition series. [August In §3, we consider a group Ar, defined to be the union 7?* u r; \j r;'kj ■ ■ • u 7?*n)w • ■ • where the prime denotes the jump operation of the Kleene-Mostowski arithmetical hierarchy. These permutations are called arithmetical(3), and for a résumé of basic information regarding this hierarchy see, for example, [R(l) ]. It is shown in §3 that, in AT equivalent cycle structure again produces conjugacy, and that Ar^)FZ)AZ) {e} is the unique composition series. The results of part 3 are applicable to other, analogously defined, groups of permutations.
In [SU(2) ] it is shown that Sx is isomorphic to its group of automorphisms. Here, in §4, we show that all of the groups considered above, like S", are isomorphic to their automorphism groups. The presentation of proofs in this paper is informal, in that sets of recursion equations are not always written for functions asserted to be recursive. This is an application of Church's Thesis in an attempt to present the ideas of the proofs in sufficient detail that their translation into a formal system for recursive functions is a routine step. The proofs in § §2 and 4 owe much to those of [SU(1); SU(2); 0(1)]. In some cases it has been necessary only to supply effectiveness arguments and in others to make easy replacements of noneffective arguments by effective ones.
In addition to the notation already introduced, we comment that small Greek letters are used for permutations of N, small Latin letters for numbers and number variables, and capital Latin letters for subsets of N (in addition to the various permutation groups). We use a standard enumeration of the partial recursive functions of a single variable, denoted 4>u fa, • • • , 4>», y, z) for the Kleene T-predicate. In addition, pi(x) and pi(x) are used to denote the primitive recursive coordinate functions which map N onto NXN. The characteristic function of a set A, %a, is that function (0 iixEA,
where A denotes N-A. Other notation is introduced as needed. 1. Conjugacy classes in 7?. As commented earlier, cycle-structure is a necessary and sufficient condition for conjugacy in Sx, a fact which is central in the proofs of [SU(1); 0(1)]. As we proceed to show in this section, the same is not true in 7? (although it is again in Ar). The cycle structure classes of 7? may be sorted into two categories, those whose cycle structure contains only finitely many infinite cycles and those whose cycle structure contains (3) They are the permutations which can be defined by formulas of arithmetic. infinitely many infinite cycles. It will be shown that those cycle structure classes of the first kind are also conjugacy classes, while those of the second kind are always properly partitioned into two or more conjugacy classes.
If a is a member of R (more generally of Sx) we define 2.ÇA7' to be a choice-set(4) for a if 2" is composed of numbers, precisely one drawn from each of the disjoint cycles of a. The following two lemmas are easily proved and are stated without proof. Lemma 1.0. If tt is a permutation of N, then w possesses a choice-set 2», which can be expressed in both two-quantifier forms relative to w. Lemma 1.1. If w has a choice set, 2T, which is recursively enumerable in it, then each cycle of ir is a set recursive in r. Theorem 1.2. Let ai and <s2 be two recursive permutations with the same cycle structure and such that each has only a finite number of infinite cycles. Then <ri and <r2 are conjugate in R.
Proof. Let C\, C\, • • ■ , C\ be the disjoint infinite cycles of ai and C\, C\, • ■ • , C\ the disjoint infinite cycles of <x2. Each of the C{ is a recursively enumerable set and thus Ii = U C] and 72 = U c] «_i ¿-i are recursively enumerable sets. We note that the complements Fi = N-Ii and F2=N-I2 are composed of the elements which lie in finite cycles of a\, respectively <s% F\ and F2 are thus recursively enumerable sets. Then 7i and I2 are recursive. It follows that the sets C{ are recursive sets. It is now an easy step to complete the proof by constructing a recursive permutation, t, which sends cycles of ffi into cycles of <s2, preserving order. Such a t will give o-2 = to-it~1. The construction details are omitted. We next note that, if ffi and a2 are conjugate members of R, then the cycles of ai are carried onto the cycles of a2 by a recursive isomorphism. Thus, there is a pairing of cycles of ai with cycles of <r2 which preserves isomorphism type. It is not difficult to construct a recursive permutation, o-0, which is composed of infinitely many infinite recursive cycles. In the next theorem we show that there is a recursive permutation, p, in the cycle structure class of (r0, but having a creative cycle. By the remarks above, o-0 and p cannot be conjugate^). (6) The present statement and proof of Theorem 1.3 follow from suggestions of the referee which resulted in a great simplification of the original. In addition, Corollaries 1.5 and 1.6 were obtained from the restated theorem. The referee conjectured that any creative set is the splinter of some recursive permutation. This can be proved by a slight modification of the present proof.
[August Theorem 1.3. Let C be a creative set. There is a recursive permutation, p, composed of infinitely many infinite cycles, one of which is C.
Proof. In [M(l)] the symbol j is used to denote a one-one recursive function mapping NXN onto N. If A is an arbitrary recursively enumerable set, the notation Cy(A) is introduced in [M(l)] to denote the set j(A XN). Such sets are called cylinder sets. The cylinder set j(A XN) is many-one equivalent to A. If A is creative, then so is Cy(^4) and thus Cy(^4) is carried onto A by a recursive permutation, r. We shall construct a permutation, ir, having Cy(A) as a cycle. Then the recursive permutation p = twt~1 will have A as a cycle. Thus it suffices to prove the following lemma. Lemma 1.4. If A is a nonvoid recursively enumerable set, there is a recursive permutation, ir, composed of infinitely many infinite cycles, one of which is Cy(A).
Proof. Let A be a nonvoid recursively enumerable set. If A is finite the proof is trivial. Suppose that A is infinite and that / is a one-one recursive function which enumerates A. We lose no generality and we simplify the proof if we define ir as a permutation on NXN. Consider the following diagram of NXN. The arrows in the diagram, present in every row except the /(0)th row, define the basic pattern of definition for t, to be followed until interrupted by the procedure below.
To simplify further the presentation of the computation procedure we make the following definitions.
o(p, q, k) = the largest natural number b for which ir~b(p, q) has been defined during the first k stages of the computation procedure.
t(p, q, k) = the largest natural number / for which ir'(p, q) has been defined during the first k stages of the computation procedure.
The procedure follows.
Stage 0: Define ir(0, 0) = (0, 1).
Stage A, A>0: Let p and q be chosen so that j(p, q) = k, then proceed with the following steps, in order.
Step (i) : If (Bi) (O^i^ k &p =f(i) &i is odd) then apply Lk((p, q), (f(0), 0)).
Step
Step (iii): If ir(p, q) is already defined, go to stage A+l.
Step (iv): If ir(p, q) is undefined and (i) (<d^i^k=^p 9^f(i)) then define Tt(p, q) by the pattern.
This completes the description of the defining procedure for ir. Note (a) it is a partial recursive function by Church's Thesis, (b) 7T is a total function, since ir(p, q) is always defined at or before stage k, where j(p, q) = k, (c) ir is a permutation, (d) for any p which is not in A, the pth row of the NXN diagram becomes an infinite cycle of it, (e) for any p which is in A, the pth row becomes a part of the cycle which is built about/(0), 0.
This completes the proof of the lemma. Corollary 1.5. For any recursively enumerable set A, there is a recursive permutation with a cycle of the same many-one degree as A. Also, there is a recursive permutation for which the set, F, of elements of finite algebraic order, is many-one equivalent to A.
Proof. The first part is proved in the lemma. The second follows from a modification of the construction of the proof of the lemma which causes all of the members of Cy(A) to appear in finite cycles.
Corollary 5.3 of [U(l)] states the following.
"The set T of theorems of any consistent system which contains elementary number theory can be generated from any 4>ET by a one-premise rule of inference 7?, which, under Gödel numbering, is a one-one recursive function."
This result, applicable to any theory with a creative set of theorems, follows as an immediate corollary to the result, proved in [M(l); U(l)], that every creative set, C, is the x-splinter of a one-one recursive function fx for any xEC, where the choice of fx depends upon the choice of xEC. A modification of the proof of Theorem 1.3 shows that the rule 7?, above, can in fact be made a recursive permutation, but Theorem 1.3 can be used directly to prove the following interesting variant of Ullian's Corollary 5.3. Corollary 1.6. The set T of theorems of any consistent system which contains number theory can be generated from any <pCT by the repeated application of one of two one-premise rules of inference, R or L, which are mutually inverse, and whose choice does not depend upon <p.
Proof. The set, Tg, of Gödel numbers of members of T is a creative set. Consequently, it is a cycle of a recursive permutation, it. We may define R and L as follows.
To apply R to a formula <j>, obtain the Gödel number x of <b. Evaluate 7r(x) and let Ri4>) be that formula whose Gödel number is irix). To obtain the rule L, replace R by L and w by ir_1 in the instruction. Clearly, for any formula <p we have R(L(cb)) -L(R(4>)) =<p. This proves the corollary. Theorem 1.7. In the group R, a cycle structure class, C, is also a conjugacy class if and only if it is the cycle structure class of a permutation with finitely many infinite cycles^).
Proof. The sufficiency of the condition follows immediately from Theorem 1.2. To prove the necessity, take a recursive permutation, <r, with infinitely many infinite cycles. If a has no finite cycles, the necessity is proven by Lemma 1.4. In case a has only finitely many finite cycles, then Fc is finite, thus recursive. There is a one-one recursive function, g, which enumerates 7", and, since I, is recursive, g can be used to transfer the structure of either Co, or of the ir of Lemma 1.4 onto I". In this manner the case of finitely many finite cycles is proved.
Finally, suppose that a has infinitely many finite cycles. Let / be the recursive function f(x) = 2a: 4" L Define
The definitions of aó and of ir' are completed for even x so as to transfer the finite cycle structure of a to the even integers. To do this we define a partial recursive function A(x) which gives the cr-order of x if x has finite <r-order, and consider a simultaneous calculation of A(x) for all x. We know that A(x) will converge for infinitely many x. Define a set X= \xi, x2, Xt, • • • , Xj, • • • }, where the elements are listed in order in which A(x) converges and, for all i, Xi does not belong to the finite cycle determined by any x¡ for j<i. Then X is an infinite recursively enumerable set which is a choice-set for the finite (6) The referee has shown that at least one cycle structure class of infinitely many infinite cycles splits into infinitely many conjugacy classes. His proof also gave him the present Corollary 1.5, strengthening the original version. part of a. Let A(*j) = o,. Then the common definition of cr0' and it' on the even natural numbers is the following.
Í2Eí¡, 2Ë»*+2, •••,2Í £o<-l Then, 7r' and o-0' have the same cycle structure, which is the cycle structure of o. They cannot be conjugate, for under conjugation the infinite cycles of one permutation are pairwise recursively isomorphic to the infinite cycles of the other. However, like <r0, the infinite cycles of cr0' are all recursive sets while, like it, one of the infinite cycles of w' is creative. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.7.
2. Normal subgroups of Rm-In [SU(1); 0(1)], Schreier-Ulam, and previously Onofri, have shown that S"DFD AD{e} is the unique composition series for Sx. In this section we establish, through a sequence of lemmas, that the analogous result holds for a group Rm, of permutations recursive in an arbitrary set, Af. It will be shown that RmDFD AD{e} is the unique composition series for any such RM. The group F is the subgroup of Sx composed of permutations moving only finitely many natural numbers. Each such permutation is recursive and hence, FQRm, for any MÇLN. Moreover, it is clear that F is normal in RM. The subgroup A, of F, consists of those finite permutations which are even and hence is a subgroup of F of index 2, and thus is maximal normal in F. The simplicity of A follows in the same way that the simplicity of the alternating group on re-letters, re ^4, is proven.
We shall show that any normal subgroup G, of Rm, which contains a nonfinite permutation, is all of Rm (Theorem 2.1). Hence F is maximal normal in Rm-Presuming the result of 2.1, it is easily seen, by using the JordanHolder theorem and the elementary isomorphism theorems for groups, that the only normal subgroups of Rm are those in the composition series RmDFD AD {«}. Henceforth, a permutation which moves an infinite number of numbers is called an infinite permutation.
Lemma 2.2. If Gis a normal subgroup of Rm, containing an infinite permutation, w, then G contains a permutation, t, with infinitely many disjoint 2-cycles.
Proof.
Since it is infinite, we may define an infinite set X= {xo<Xi<x2<
• ■ • }, recursive in M, as follows:
The set Y = X\JirX is infinite, recursive in M, and the elements of Y; Xo,irixo), Xi,irixi), ■ ■ ■ are all distinct since it is a permutation.
We may now define a permutation, a, recursive in M, as follows: In preparation for the next lemma we note that if X and Y are infinite sets with infinite complements (such sets we shall call C-infinite), which are recursive in M, and if fx,fy,fx and/y are one-one functions, recursive in M, which enumerate the indicated sets, then, there is a permutation, vCRm, so that, for all x:
o-ifxix)) = fvix), crifxix)) =fyix).
This result, restated, is that Rm is infinitely transitive with respect to Cinfinite il7-recursive sets, and is immediate. It follows from the next lemma that a normal subgroup of Rm is infinitely transitive with respect to Cinfinite Af-recursive sets, if and only if it contains an infinite permutation. Lemma 2.3(7). Let G be a normal subgroup of Rm containing a permutation, it, with infinitely many disjoint 2-cycles. If X is a C-infinite set, recursive in M, and /i and fi are two M-recursive, one-one functions enumerating X, then there is pEG so that, for all x, p(fi(x)) =fi(x).
Proof. The lemma follows immediately from the following result, (a) : If X and Y are Af-recursive, infinite sets, with Y a subset of X, and if X-Y is infinite, then, if fx and/r are one-one Af-recursive functions enumerating X and Y, there is a piEG so that, for all x, pi(fx(x)) =Íy(x).
To obtain the proof of (a), we define an infinite Af-recursive set, 73, whose elements are selected from disjoint 2-cycles of the Af-recursive permutation, it, in such a way that infinitely many 2-cycles of tt are not represented in 73. We may represent w (effectively in Af) as follows :
where, for all k; X3k<xu+i, xik<Xik+i, and y contains no 2-cycles. Define 73 to be the C-infinite Af-recursive set {¡C4*|A = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ } and let/B be the Af-recursive function which enumerates 73 in increasing order. Then, by remarks preceding the lemma, there is an Af-recursive permutation, £, which, for all x, gives £(/*(*)) =fx(x). Let <r<=^r^~1. Then oEG. Note that a has the cycle structure of ir and that distinct elements of X appear in distinct 2-cycles of cr. By hypothesis of result (a) and the construction of a, the two sets
are C-infinite, Af-recursive, and, there is llEPm which sends the elements of XyJcrX onto the elements of X\JY, in the order indicated, i.e., for all x:
Finally, let pi = po-p~1, and result (a) follows. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.3.
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a normal subgroup of Rm having the property: If X is a C-infinite, M-recursive set, and /i and fi two M-recursive, one-one, functions enumerating X, then there is irEG so that, for all x, w(fi(x)) =fi(x). Further, let pERm be an arbitrary permutation with infinitely many disjoint 2-cycles and infinitely many numbers not in 2-cycles, then: (conclusion of the lemma) pEG.
Proof. (It will be noted that the proof depends only on the existence of an Af-recursive, C-infinite subset closed under p, Ai, which in this case we take to be the set of elements in 2-cycles.) It is possible, effectively in Af, to de- [August compose Ai into an infinite union of infinite Af-recursive sets, which we call X, Y, A2, As, • • ■ . (When the recursion equations are written, these sets need not make an overt appearance, the equations for the Af-recursive permutation £ being produced directly. Here however, the aim is exposition and the idea, rather than the detail of the formal proof is presented.) We denote the elements of these sets, and Ai, as follows. Lemma 2.5. Let t be an arbitrary permutation of N. It is possible to express it as a product, w = ir2iri of two permutations recursive in ir such that both iri and tt2 possess infinitely many disjoint two-cycles and infinitely many numbers not in two-cycles.
Proof. While it is possible to give a direct construction which explicitly determines iri and ir2 simultaneously recursively in w, the following proof is much simpler and serves the present purpose. We distinguish several cases:
(i) it has infinitely many fixed points.
(ii) 7T has finitely many fixed points, but infinitely many 2-cycles.
(iii) 7T has finitely many elements of order ^2, but infinitely many 3-cycles.
(iv) it has finitely many elements of order ^3, and therefore infinitely many elements of order > 3.
In case (i), there is an infinite ir-recursive set, Pi= \pi<p2<pz<
• ■ ■ }, where the pi are the fixed points of it. Define: «"I = ipl, P3)ip2)(Pi)(Ps, Pl)(pl)(PÙ '", 7T2 = iri on Pi.
For xÇJEPi, see comment below. Incase (ii) there is an infinite 7r-recursive set Pi= {pi,ir(pi),pi, (^pi), ■ ■ ■} composed of the numbers in 2-cycles, selected so, that, for all i, pi<ir(pi) and pi<pi+i. Define:
In case (iii), there is an infinite 7r-recursive set,
composed of the number in 3-cycles of it, selected so that, for all i, pi<ir(pi), pi<ir2(pi) and pi<pi+u Define:
In each of the cases above, define wi = ir on the complement of P,-, and 7Tj = identity, on complement P¿. In case (iv), we proceed as follows. First, we define a 7r-recursive set X-{xo<Xi<Xi< ■ • • }, by: Xo = pz (z, tt(z), 7t2(z), 71^(2) are all distinct), xk=pz (z>xk-i, and z, tt(z), t2(z), tt3(z) are all distinct, and, for no j<k, -3gi^3, is z=iri(xj)).
Clearly, X is infinite and the infinite ir-recursive sets X, ir(X), ir2(X) and r'(X) are all disjoint. Let A =XUTrXKJw2XVJw3X. For xE~I, we define 7Ti(x)=x. For xEA, we proceed as follows: For each index 2A, define ir\ to have the following 4-cycle: (xn, ir(x2k) , T2(xik), TT3(xik)).
For each index 2A + 1, define wi to have the two 2-cycles: (Xîk+l, v3(xik+i) ), (-¡¡-(xnc+i), T2(xik+i)).
This completely defines tti to be recursive in tv. We now let 7r2 = 7r7rr1. It is immediate that wi has the properties of the lemma, and to see that 7r2 also has, we note that, for Xik, 7r2 has the 1-cycles:
and, for x2k+i, the cycles: (v(xu+0, t3(#2*+i) ).
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.5. Returning now to the proof of Theorem 2.1, let G be a normal subgroup of Rm, containing an infinite permutation.
By Lemmas 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, G also contains every member of 7?^ which possesses a C-infinite closed set of natural numbers. By Lemma 2.5 any member tERm can be expressed as the product ir27Ti, of two other members of Rm, each of which possesses a Cinfinite closed set (the set of numbers in 2-cycles). Thus G = Rm, and Theorem 2.1 is proved. The following corollaries are immediate consequences of the fact that F is maximal normal in Rm. Similar results hold for the group Sx, but are not specifically noted in [SU(1) or 0(1)]. Corollary 2.6. Any recursive permutation (more generally, recursive in M) can be represented as a finite product of recursive cycles (recursive in M).
Proof. The subgroup of R generated by the cycles is a normal subgroup containing an infinite permutation.
Hence, it is all of R. A similar remark yields :
Corollary 2.7. For any n^2, any recursive permutation (generally, recursive in M) can be represented as a finite product of recursive permutations (recursive in M) of order n.
3. The group Ar. The group Ar has been defined in the introduction.
The discussion of this section could be phrased more generally; it is applicable in particular to the group of hyperarithmetical permutations (defined analogously to Ar), and to any group Aru, of permutations arithmetical in an arbitrary set, Af.
Theorem 3.1. Two members, iti and ir2 of Ar are conjugate if and only if they have the same cycle structure.
Proof. The proof of this theorem is straightforward but somewhat tedious. We describe the idea, and the details can easily be supplied. From known facts about the arithmetical hierarchy, there is an arithmetical set, Af, such that both tti and ir2 are recursive in Af. The plan of the proof is to define a permutation, a, arithmetical in Af, which carries cycles of wi onto cycles of 7r2, preserving algebraic order. This will establish sufficiency; necessity is immediate.
From Lemma 1.0, there are choice-sets, 2x and 22 for 7Ti and ir2 respectively, arithmetical in Af. It is straightforward to construct a 1-1 partial function, <p, arithmetical in Af, mapping 2i onto 22, and preserving algebraic order. It is also straightforward to construct functions, arithmetical in Af, "identifying," for any x, the elements yi(x) and y2(x), of the respective choicesets 2i and 22, belonging to the same 7Ti (respectively ir2) cycle to which x belongs. In the same way, the "predecessor (respectively successor) number" of x relative to yi(x) and y2(x) can be given by functions arithmetical in Af. (The ^-successor number for x is the least k so that 7rf*(x) =yi(x), etc.) In terms of these arithmetical functions (in Af), the permutation a can be explicitly defined, to carry each x into an appropriate predecessor (respectively successor) of 4>(yi(x)). The resulting permutation, a, will be arithmetical in Af and hence a member of Ar.
Using the result of Theorem 3.1, it would be possible to prove the com-[August position series result for AT (Theorem 3.2) in a manner quite analogous to that used in [SU (1)]. However, here the result follows almost immediately from Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 3.2. Let G be a normal subgroup of Ar, containing an infinite permutation, tr. Then G = AT.
Proof. Ar is the union of groups RMi, AT = \JïL0Rjfi, where Afo = 0 and Af¿= Mi-i (where the prime denotes the "jump" operation of the arithmetical hierarchy). We note that, for all i, RmíDRmí-í-Now, ttERmí for some least i, say i = m.
GC\Rm" is normal in Rm"-Thus, by Theorem 2.1, Gr\RMm = RMm-Moreover, Gr\RMi = RMi for all i^m, since ttERmí for all i^m. Thus, for all j'^ra, G^.Rmí-Then G2U"_0 Rmí^2At. Since AT^G, we have ^4r = G, and Theorem 3.2 is proved. Proof. By Theorem 3.2.
We note, in concluding this section, that corollaries similar to 2.6 and 2.7 can be added here, stating that any arithmetical permutation (hyperarithmetical permutation)
can be expressed as a product of a finite number of arithmetical (hyperarithmetical) cycles, or as a finite product of arithmetical (hyperarithmetical) permutations of order re, for any re 2:2. 4. Automorphism groups. In [SU(2)], Schreier and Ulam prove that S" and its group of automorphisms are isomorphic. Since the center of Sx (and of the groups of this paper) can easily be shown trivial, this follows from the result that any automorphism of S«, is an inner automorphism.
In this section, we extend this latter result to a wide family of subgroups of Sx, including all discussed in this paper. Interestingly, the proof in this case seems to require the normal subgroup result, Theorem 2.1, specifically Corollary 2.7, while the proof of the aforementioned result for Sx is independent of the corresponding normal subgroup result for Sx. The proof we give here is, in detail, identical to the proof in [SU(2) ], except for the last two parts. We repeat their proof for completeness.
Let a subgroup, G, of SM be called effectively closed, if the set of permutations recursive in elements of G is contained in G. All of the groups 7?, Rm, Ar, of this paper are effectively closed.
Theorem 4.1. Let G be a subgroup of Sx having the following two properties:
(a) G is effectively closed; (b) GD)F, G^F and for any normal subgroup G' ^ G, containing an infinite permutation, it is true that G' = G.
Let ip be an automorphism of G. Then there is cr£G so that, for all tEG, (TL= <""cr '• It is immediate from the definition of cr that <£(r) is the identity for any transposition t. Exactly as in [SU(2) ] we show that <£ is the identity for any element r, of G, of order 2. For completeness we repeat the argument. Suppose ^(r)=r]7éT, for an element tEG of order 2. Then there is a natural number XiEN so that r/(xi) =x2t¿t(xi).
Let co be the transposition (xi, x2). Then cot? is of order g 2, while cut is of higher order. This is a contradiction, by (i), for f(ojr) = $(co)$(r) = oerj.
Thus, <£ is the identity for every element of order 2 in G. At this point, in the proof of [SU(2)], it is immediate that <3? is the identity on all of Sx, for it is easy to see how to decompose any member of S" into a product of two others, each having order 2. In the present case, a corresponding result follows from hypothesis (b) for G. If (b) holds, then there are infinite permutations in G, and any normal subgroup of G, containing one such must be all of G. Thus, as in Corollary 2.7, the subgroup generated by elements of order 2 is all of G. Then, any element of G is a finite product of elements of order 2 in G, and thus $ is the identity on G.
It follows that \p(r) =oto~x for all tEG. We now use the effective closure of G to argue that a EG. Let t be the recursive permutation (hence recursive in every element of G). is a member of G, since \¡/ is an automorphism of G. But, it is clear that a set of recursion equations for or can be written in terms of crrcr-1, and hence, cr is recursive in an element of G. Thus, by effective closure, a EG. The proof of 4.1 is now complete. Corollary 4.2. Every automorphism of any of the groups Rm, or Ar, is an inner automorphism.
